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TAIFEX Taiwan Semiconductor 30 Index Futures 

Introduction 

Semiconductors are at the core of technological development. Since 2020, the pandemic 

has tremendously impacted the world, and the economy has fallen into a recession, work-from-

home and remote learning have changed our way of life, and the demands for PCs and cloud 

servers have greatly increased, leading to the accelerated digital transformation within 

enterprises and the substantial growth in the value of semiconductor production. Notably, 

Taiwan is the unmatched leader of the global semiconductor industry, with production value of 

nearly NTD 4 trillion and 20% of Taiwan’s GDP, second only to the United States in 2021. 

Furthermore, Taiwan ranks first in the world in wafer foundry, probe and packaging, and second 

in IC design, forming a complete ecosystem. The impact of the U.S.-China trade war and the 

Covid-19 pandemic has further highlighted Taiwan’s critical position in the global 

semiconductor supply chain.  

As the PHLX Semiconductor Index represents the performance of semiconductor stocks 

listed in the United States, the constituents of the TIP Taiwan Semiconductor Total Market 

Select 30 Index are the top 30 semiconductor stocks listed on the Taiwan Stock Exchange 

(TWSE) and the Taipei Exchange (TPEx) in terms of market capitalization. The constituents 

include leading companies in the upper, middle and lower layers of the semiconductor supply 

chain, covering multiple sub-sectors such as IC foundry, design, probe, packaging and 

fabrication, reflecting the performance of Taiwan’s semiconductor stocks. Semiconductor 

stocks have long been favored by investors and there has been strong market demand for 

semiconductor-related products. Considering that semiconductor industry features cyclicality 

and the high capital expenditure, TAIFEX plans to launch Taiwan Semiconductor 30 Index 

Futures in June 2022, to provide a tool for investors to trade and hedge Taiwan’s semiconductor 

stocks, and more strategic trading opportunities between stock futures and equity index futures.  

Features 

Keeping Finger on the Pulse of Semiconductor Industry and the New Tech Trend 

Taiwan's semiconductor industry is becoming more diversified with the demand driven 

by new technology such as 5G, artificial intelligence, electric vehicles and metaverse, etc. 

Constituents of the TIP Taiwan Semiconductor Total Market Select 30 Index include leading 

companies in the semiconductor supply chain, and the sub-sectors of wafer fabrication, IC 

design, wafer probe and packaging account for about 40%, 40% and 6% of the index weight, 

respectively, making the index a representative benchmark of the overall performance of 

Taiwan’s semiconductor industry. With launch of Taiwan Semiconductor 30 Index Futures, 

TAIFEX provides a channel for investors to trade and hedge Taiwan’s semiconductor stocks. 
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Low Trading Threshold Facilitates Higher Capital Efficiency 

Taiwan Semiconductor 30 Index Futures features small contract size and low trading 

threshold (the contract value is approximately NTD 250,000 at the index level of 5,000 points), 

enabling investors to trade and hedge with lower costs and greater capital efficiency and 

flexibility. 

Available for Night Session to Timely Respond to Global Market Changes 

The main constituents of the TIP Taiwan Semiconductor Total Market Select 30 Index, 

TSMC, UMC and ASE Industrial Holding, making up about 40% of the index weight, have also 

listed their ADRs in United States. Taiwan Semiconductor 30 Index Futures is available for 

regular and night session, fully covering the trading hours of the underlying stock markets. 

Investors are able to make timely respond to the changes in domestic and global markets. 

Product 

Q1：What is the underlying index of SOF? 

The TIP Taiwan Semiconductor Total Market Select 30 Index is the underlying index of 

Taiwan Semiconductor 30 Index Futures (SOF). Complied by the Taiwan Index Plus (TIP), this 

index is composed of top 30 constituents, and weighted by free-float adjusted market 

capitalization in order to reflect the overall performance of domestic semiconductor stocks. 

Constituents are selected from semiconductor companies listed on the TWSE and the TPEx 

with a total of 92.72% and 99.51% weights of industry market capitalization and trading value, 

respectively, at the end of 2021. No single component constitutes more than 30% of the 

weighting to prevent the index from being overly influenced. The index was launched on July 

26, 2021, with a base date of July 23, 2021 and base value of 5,000 points.   

Q2：What are the trading hours of SOF?  

SOF is traded from 8:45 am to 1:45 pm during the regular session, and 8:45 am to 1:30 

pm on the last trading day for the delivery month contract. During the after-hours session, SOF 

is traded from 3:00 pm to 5:00 am of the following day. After-hours trading is not available on 

the last trading day for the delivery month contract.  

Q3：What are the last trading day and the final settlement price of SOF? 

The last trading day of SOF is the third Wednesday of the delivery month. If the last 

trading day falls on a holiday or if trading cannot proceed on that day due to a force majeure 

event, the next business day is the last trading day. The final settlement price is set based on the 

simple average price of the underlying index during the 30 minutes of trading before the TWSE 

and TPEx markets close on the final settlement day.  
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Q4：What are the contract value and the minimum price fluctuation of SOF? 

The multiplier of SOF is NTD 50. At the index level of 5,051.54 points as the end of 

March 2022, the contract size has an approximate value of NTD 250,000. The minimum price 

fluctuation is 1 index point (NTD 50), meaning 2 index points changes in index level can cover 

one round-turn transaction costs.  

Q5：What is the daily price limit of SOF?  

The daily price limit of SOF is 10% above and below the daily settlement price of the 

preceding regular session.  

Q6：What are the delivery months of SOF? 

A total of six delivery months of SOF are listed, including the spot month, the next two 

calendar months, and the next three quarterly months of the March, June, September, and 

December cycle.  

Q7：How is futures transaction tax calculated for SOF? 

Trading of SOF is subject to the futures transaction tax at the rate of 0.002% levied on 

the market value of contracts traded. 

Q8：Where to access market information of the TIP Taiwan Semiconductor Total Market 

Select 30 Index? 

Market information of the TIP Taiwan Semiconductor Total Market Select 30 Index can 

be accessed via websites such as TAIFEX’s Real-Time Snapshot Quotes 

(https://mis.taifex.com.tw/futures/), TIP, TWSE’s Market Information System, and market data 

providers such as Bloomberg (Code IX0154<INDEX>) and Mitake’s APP, etc. 

Trading 

Q1: How do orders of SOF before market open and information disclosure work? 

Before market open, from 8:30 to 8:45, the system accepts orders, and discloses the total 

number of bid/ask orders, the cumulative quantity of bid/ask orders, the calculated opening 

prices and volume, the best 5 bid/ask prices and corresponding volumes of simulated matching 

every 5 seconds for each contract. 

2 minutes prior to opening of trading session (8:43am~8:45am), orders can only be 

entered, but neither deleted nor modified. 

Q2:How to calculate the protection points of Market with Protection (MWP) Orders for 

SOF? 

The MWP Order protection points for outright order is ±0.5%, and for spread order is 

±0.25%, of the closing price of the most recent closing price of the underlying index. 

Q3: What are the position limits for SOF? 
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The position limits are 1,000 lots for Individual, 3,000 lots for Institution and 9,000 lots 

for Proprietary Trader/Market Maker. 

Q4: Is SOF applicable for block trades? 

Yes, SOF is applicable for block trades and the minimum block trade thresholds are 200 

lots. 

Q5: IS SOF applicable for Dynamic Price Banding Mechanism? 

Yes, SOF is applicable for Dynamic Price Banding Mechanism. The rejection threshold 

is 3% for outright order and 1.5% for spread order. 

Clearing 

Q1:What currency shall trader deposit for the required margin of Taiwan Semiconductor 

30 Index Futures (SOF)? What’s the method for calculating the required margin? 

Taiwan Semiconductor 30 Index Futures (SOF) is NTD-denominated. Regarding the 

required margin, the domestic traders who participate in SOF trading shall deposit NT Dollars; 

the offshore foreign traders shall pay in 7 foreign currencies announced by TAIFEX. 

Futures commission merchants shall stipulate traders to deposit the margin based on the 

standards prescribed by TAIFEX or on the SPAN margining system. Traders wishing to adopt 

SPAN margining shall sign agreements with FCM's and meet the requirements of Chinese 

National Futures Association Self-Regulatory Rules for Adoption by Customers of SPAN 

Methodology for Calculating Margins. 

Q2:Are Taiwan Semiconductor 30 Index Futures (SOF) applicable to spread trading? 

Taiwan Semiconductor 30 Index Futures (SOF) are applicable to spread trading with 

identical product (with different expiry dates) and different products (with the same or different 

expiry dates). 

(1) Buying one SOF and selling one SOF with different expiry dates, traders should deposit 

margin of one SOF position. 

Order and Combination Margin requirement 

Buy one SOF，Sell one SOF Margin of one SOF positon 

(2) Buying one SOF and selling one TX (or MTX, TE, ZEF, E4F), or selling one SOF and 

buying one TX (or MTX, TE, ZEF, E4F), traders should deposit margin of one SOF position 

or margin of one TX (or MTX, TE, ZEF, E4F), depending on which one is higher. 
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Combination Margin requirement 

Buy one SOF  

Sell one 

TX/MTX/TE/ZEF/E4F  

MAXIMUM 

(margin of one SOF 

position， 

margin of one TX/ MTX/ 

TE/ ZEF/ E4F position) 

Sell one SOF  

Buy one 

TX/MTX/TE/ZEF/E4F  

Q3: How to calculate the  final settlement price of Taiwan Semiconductor 30 Index 

Futures (SOF)? 

The final settlement price of Taiwan Semiconductor 30 Index Futures (SOF) shall be 

determined based on the simple arithmetic mean index of TIP Taiwan Semiconductor Total 

Market Select 30 Index during the last 30 minutes of trading before market close of the Taiwan 

Stock Exchange and Taipei Exchange on the final settlement day. 

Q4: What‘s the business hours of the trade position settlement at expiration for Taiwan 

Semiconductor 30 Index Futures? What‘s the settlement process? 

The final settlement day of Taiwan Semiconductor 30 Index Futures (SOF) are the same 

as the last trading day, which is the third Wednesday of the delivery month. Identical to the 

domestic index futures contracts, the business hours for settling SOF are from 2:30 p.m. on the 

final settlement day.  

The contracts shall be settled in cash with the trader delivering or receiving the net amount 

of the price differential based on the final settlement price on the final settlement day. The 

contract value of the expiry position is the final settlement price of the contract multiplied by 

the value of each point of the index. 

Q5: Which risk management measure should a futures commission merchant and traders 

be aware of when a futures commission merchant accepts trading orders for Taiwan 

Semiconductor 30 Index Futures (SOF) during the night session? 

Taiwan Semiconductor 30 Index Futures (SOF) is designated by TAIFEX as the product 

exempted from forced liquidation during the night session.  

The FCM will not issue a high-risk-account notification if traders have only open 

positions of exempted products during the night session. 
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TAIFEX Taiwan Semiconductor 30 Index Futures 

Contract Specification 

Item Description 

Underlying Index TIP Taiwan Semiconductor Total Market Select 30 Index 

Ticker Symbol SOF 

Trading Hours 

Trading days are the same as the regular business days of the Taiwan 

Stock Exchange and the Taipei Exchange 

 Regular trading session: 08:45AM - 1:45PM Taiwan time; 

08:45AM - 1:30PM on the last trading day for the delivery month 

contract 

 After-hours trading session: 03:00PM on trading day of TWSE 

and TPEx - 05:00AM of the following day; no after-hours trading 

session on the last trading day for the delivery month contract 

Contract Size NTD 50 x Semiconductor 30 Futures Price 

Delivery Months 

 Spot month, the next two calendar months, and the next three 

quarterly months 

 Upon expiration of near month, new contract month will be listed for 

trading beginning on the next regular trading session 

Daily Settlement Price 

The daily settlement price is the volume weighted average price, which is 

calculated by dividing the value of trades by the volume within the last 

one minute or otherwise determined by TAIFEX according to the Trading 

Rules. 

Daily Price Limit +/- 10% of daily settlement price of preceding regular trading session 

Minimum Price Fluctuation 1 index point (NTD 50) 

Last Trading Day The third Wednesday of the delivery month 

Settlement Cash settlement 

Final Settlement Day The same day as the last trading day 

Final Settlement Price 

The average price of the underlying index disclosed within the last 30 

minutes prior to the close of trading on the final settlement day. The 

method used to calculate the final settlement price is described by 

TAIFEX. 

*TIP Taiwan Semiconductor Total Market Select 30 Index (“TIP TWSTMS30 Index”) is owned by the 

Taiwan Index Plus Corporation (TIP) and the Taipei Exchange (TPEx). The use of TIP Taiwan 

Semiconductor Total Market Select 30 Index has been authorized by the TIP and the TPEx. The TIP 

and the TPEx make no warranties and bear no liability with respect to Taiwan Semiconductor 30 

Futures. 
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